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At their New Delhi trial, the accused is acquitted as there is no evidence to prove their involvement in the conspiracy and the jury considers the assassination of Gandhi to be a conspiracy of the British government. Soon after his acquittal, the rest of the accused — who are in the conspiracy of the murder of Gandhi — are arrested by the police. The plot twists when it is found that Tana Samarth, the
main accused in the case, is a Parsi and yet a self-proclaimed Hindu nationalist, who claims that his religion was Hinduism. Furthermore, it is revealed that Gandhi was killed due to a conspiracy hatched by the ruling British regime in India to further their rule by further discrediting Gandhi and installing a puppet leader in India. Cast Om Puri as Mahatma Gandhi Sajid Khan as Tana Samarth Manish
Khanna as Digvijay Girish Karnad as J.B.K. Jagjivan Ram Amrish Puri as Khwaja Saheb Bakshi Murad as Bigwala Anant Jog as Gopal Swarup Anupam Kher as Pandit Kesari Lal Naresh Suri as Diwan Khanam Madhu Malini as Ramabai Production The film was shot at New Delhi. References External links Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:2010s biographical films Category:Indian
films Category:Indian biographical films Category:Films scored by Gurbani Category:Films shot in Delhi Category:Films shot in Mumbai Category:Films featuring an item number Category:Assassination of Mahatma Gandhi Category:Films directed by Mahesh BhattWe've spent the last two weeks digging into the JOLT specification and trying to find implementations of it, and that's been a pretty
hard task. It turns out that if you want to support JOLT, you need to support both JSON and TOML, which is more than most people probably want or need. While we're doing that, we figured we'd take a look at the other two formats we've already supported, and show you how to implement those in Go. What is JOLT? In its most basic form, JOLT is just a way of defining a series of transformations
to perform on some data. The transformations can 82157476af
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